3M™ Clean-Trace™ ATP Monitoring System

Flexible Endoscope Implementation
Guide for Routine Cleaning Monitoring
In response to the increased risk of cross-contamination
of flexible endoscopes during reprocessing, several
professional organizations have issued revised
or new guidelines and recommended practices,
including the Association for the Advancement of
Medical Instrumentation (AAMI), the Association for
periOperative Registered Nurses (AORN) and the
Society of Gastroenterology Nurses and Associates
(SGNA). Given the criticality of the manual cleaning
step to effectively disinfect or sterilize medical devices,
the guidelines have added recommendations for
implementing a quality program that includes cleaning
verification testing as part of comprehensive, routine
quality control for reprocessing flexible endoscopes.1,2,3

How to go from standards and guidelines
to implementation of a routine quality
control program?

There are five key components that go into the
successful design and implementation of a routine
cleaning monitoring program for flexible endoscopes
using the 3M™ Clean-Trace™ ATP Monitoring System:
1. Design a test plan and determine test points.
2. Identify validated Pass/Fail thresholds.
3. Determine frequency of testing.
4. Establish meaningful metrics.
5. Track, trend and regularly review test result data.

1. Design a Test Plan

Clean-Trace ATP testing of the flexible endoscope
occurs after manual cleaning and before high-level
disinfection. The Clean-Trace ATP Monitoring System
is NOT intended to be used for testing after high-level
disinfection or automated cleaning/high level
disinfection cycles in an automated reprocessing system.
H20: 3M™ Clean-Trace™ ATP Water Test H2O
UXC: 3M™ Clean-Trace™ ATP Surface Test UXC
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2. Validated Pass/Fail Threshold

3M recommends the following validated Pass/Fail thresholds
for all test points. These threshold levels were validated in
simulated-use studies and then verified in a clinical setting,
where it was demonstrated that these Pass/Fall thresholds
are effective in the detection of dirty endoscopes.4,5
Pass ≤ 200 RLU
Fail ≥ 201 RLU

3. Frequency of Testing

Because flexible endoscope reprocessing has a small margin
of safety and given that the risk of pathogen transmission
is much higher than previously thought, 3M recommends
healthcare facilities strive to monitor every endoscope
after each use.6
Minimum recommended testing frequency:
•	Every flexible endoscope in inventory should be monitored
a minimum of once per week.1
•	Endoscope types with high risk of pathogen transmission
(e.g. duodenoscopes, EUS scopes, bronchoscopes) should
be monitored after each manual cleaning cycle/each use.7,8
Refer to guidelines for additional guidance and rationale to
determine the frequency of testing.1,2,3
Continued on next page.

It is the responsibility of each health care facility to develop and implement policies and procedures that support its unique needs and comply with all applicable laws, rules,
regulations, standards and industry recommended practices. 3M is providing this sampling guide as a resource. You are responsible for determining whether the recommendations
contained herein are appropriate for your setting and whether they will enable you to comply with any governmental or facility requirements, and your facility’s policies and protocols.

4. Establishing Metrics

The target metrics for the facility should reflect the
cleaning monitoring program objectives and may evolve
and change over time.
•	% Pass/Fail of combined endoscope data for an
overall view of cleaning effectiveness.
•	% Pass/Fail by endoscope type or serial number
provides a means to target problem endoscope
or processes.
•	% Pass/Fail by staff highlights training successes
as well as identifies those needing to increase
competency levels.

5. Track and Trend Test Result Data

In order to obtain actionable feedback, sufficient data
sets must be collected if a true understanding of cleaning
efficacy is to be achieved. The 3M™ Quality Control Data
Manager provides an intuitive dashboard for quick, visual
snapshots of manual cleaning performance and powerful
reporting options to manage and communicate results.
Flexible endoscopes should be monitored at the
recommended frequency of testing so that any adverse
trends can be detected in a timely manner. It is highly
recommended that data be reviewed, at a minimum, once
per week and preferably each day the system is used.

Using Monitoring Data to Improve
Flexible Endoscope Reprocessing

Monitoring data is typically used in two ways:
1. Quality Control: Monitoring results provide real-time
feedback on cleaning efficacy. If a flexible endoscope
receives a failing result, the endoscope should be
immediately re-cleaned and re-tested until a passing
result is achieved. If after three attempts an endoscope
still shows failing results, this is an indication that the
endoscope may have problems and should be sent to
the manufacturer for assessment and possible repair.9
2. Process Improvement: The collection of monitoring
results over time offers the opportunity to gather
statistically-valid data sets that can be used to improve
flexible endoscope cleaning efficacy.
• Identify aging, damaged endoscopes that are difficult
to clean.

• Understand how soiling levels affect the manual cleaning
process, e.g. therapeutic and emergency procedures result
in dirtier endoscopes than routine screening procedures.
• Assess effectiveness of training and competency
protocols by highlighting both successes and
improvement opportunities.
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• Identify when the manual cleaning process is not being
performed according to established procedures.
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